Planning Applications 21/03240/FUL and 21/03241/LBC - 15 Hatton Place EH9 1UD
OBJECTION from Grange Association
22 July 2021
The Grange Association has reviewed applications 21/03240/FUL and 21/03241/LBC, and submits this
objection to both, noting the prominent location of this landmark C-listed villa in the Grange
Conservation Area.
We are aware of the grants of planning and listed building consents 19/05379/FUL and 19/05381/LBC in
January 2020 and we offered no objection to those applications. Indeed, we welcome the return of
this fine villa to family use and we do not wish to frustrate the intention of the new owners to restore
the property.
However, the most recent applications seek changes to the present consents that we consider
incompatible with the Conservation Area status and with the building’s listing.
Our objections relate to:
1. The excessive area of the front garden to be given to parking; and
2. The unsympathetic and asymmetric glass box bay window proposed for the rear elevation.

1. Excessive area of the front garden to be given to parking

Approved driveway
19/05379/FUL
– Jan 2020

The grant of planning permission 19/05379/FUL was awarded in 2020 only after the proposed new
driveway entrance was reduced to 3m, consistent with the Householder Guidance (page 19). The
driveway itself, at 6.2m width, would provide ample off-street storage for vehicles while moderating
the intrusion on the attractive front elevation of the property, especially protecting views of the bay
window from obstruction by vehicles.
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The 2020 grant of planning permission was itself a concession given the criteria specified in the
Householder Guidance (page 19):
A parking space will normally be allowed if the front garden is at least 6 metres deep, with a
maximum area of 21 square metres or 25% of the front garden, whichever is the greater.

The area consented under 19/05379/FUL for parking is 60m2, some 39% of the total front garden area,
and so is already well in excess of the Householder Guidance.
The property’s C-listing notes:
“This double villa is prominently sited on the central axis of Lauder Road and is a good
example of a complete double villa of this date [c. 1868].”

15-17 Hatton Place – Symmetrical villas prominently sited on the central axis of Lauder Road
(Google streetview – Jul-2008)

Proposed driveway 21/03240/FUL – Jun 2021
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The area now proposed for parking under 21/03240/FUL is the entire front garden, save some hedge
borders. This would be wholly inconsistent with the Householder Guidance and would detract from
the building’s listed status, enabling vehicles of any size to be parked in front of the entire house,
including the bay window, as in the illustration above, and front door, obscuring the streetview of the
front elevation. The proposals would also reduce the biodiversity of the front garden, with the loss of
much soft landscaping
We object to this proposed increase in hard standing, and request that the applicants be invited to
retain the proposals that were approved as part of 19/05379/FUL for off-street parking.
2. Unsympathetic and asymmetric glass box bay window proposed for the rear elevation.
The rear elevation of the property faces Sciennes Road and has a pedestrian entrance gate from that
street. The rear elevation is therefore prominent and is visible from Sciennes Road, from where the
symmetry of the pair of villas is evident.

Rear elevation viewed from Sciennes Road (Apr 2010)

The proposals in 21/03241/LBC contain material changes by comparison with 19/05381/LBC, especially
concerning the proposed new glass box bay window to the rear. The revised plans include significant
removal of original material around one of the rear windows and the construction of a glass box bay
window. The proposals would destroy the symmetry of these listed villas and the glass box bay
window would be an alien intrusion into the villas’ elevation.
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Rear elevation as proposed in 21/03241/LBC

We request that consent for this proposed glass box bay window be refused.

Grange Association
22 July 2021
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